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MBBS In Russia
Yash Overseas provides the best opportunity for doing Mbbs in
top university of Russia. There are various reasons why people
select Russia for doing their medical studies like low education
and living cost, no entrance exam and globally recognized course
of MBBS. The course curriculum in the Russian universities also
includes
Russian
language
which helps the student to get
adjusted with their lifestyle. We
have helped lots of students to
get their admission in No. 1
medical university of Russia
that is approved by the
government.
www.mbbs-russia.in

MBBS In Russian Medical University
There are number of medical universities in Russia. There are
even government universities that offer better options and
benefits to the students. As other countries, Russia does not ask
for any extra entrance exams like IELTS or TOFEL. This adds a
benefit for the students as they
do not have to spend extra
money on the exam and its
classes. All the benefits of low
cost and education attracts
more and more number of
students to do their MBBS in
Russia.
www.mbbs-russia.in

No 1 Medical University In Russia
Everyone wants to get their admission in the best university to
increase their chances to bright future. We provide complete
guidance and help to the students who want their admission in
No. 1 medical university of Russia. Each university is special for

some specific course; we
help them get in the best
suitable
medical
university of do their
MBBS. We guide you in
the complete admission
process.
www.mbbs-russia.in

Best Medical University In Russia
There are number of universities in Russia that offer wide
range of medical courses which are accepted in the worldwide.
The university in Russia offers the courses in English language
and even has Russian language in their course which helps the

students get adjusted in
Russian culture. There are
special universities to do
MBBS in English medium in
Russia and we help you get
admission in them.

www.mbbs-russia.in

MBBS In Russian Government Universities
The Russian government up to 60-70% subsidizes the
medical universities for MBBS in Russia. As compared to
other countries the Russian government universities for
MBBS offer great benefits in term of fees and experience. This

attracts lots of students to
pursue
their
medical
degree in Russia. We help
in the complete process
from university selection,
application
to
getting
admission in the university.
www.mbbs-russia.in

Contact Us
Address: 2nd Floor, Above HDFC Bank,
Off. Raju Japan, Jawahar Chowk,
Maninagar, Ahmedabad – 380 008
Gujarat, India.
Email:

info@yashoverseas.org
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